COMBE DOWN MEN BEHAVING
CAR TREASURE HUNT

Team Name………………………………

Please read notes and advice very carefully:

1. Before you start:
   a) Record your car mileage below (to the nearest 10th of a mile)
   b) Study this clue sheet and plot all the destinations on the map. Remember how OS refs work- Eastings then Northings
   c) Work out the shortest possible route (the clues are not in geographic order)
2. Go! Have fun but don’t hurry – no prizes for first back. Some of the country lanes are very narrow...please drive slowly and sensibly. Take special care if you cross the B3110 in Midford
3. Don’t get stuck or do anything illegal
4. Meet back at the King William IV and record your mileage

CAR MILEAGE start_________ finish_________ total ___________

Points for mileage (6pts for lowest, 4pts for second lowest, 2pts for 3rd lowest)

(6 fig map refs in brackets) Clues (points)

1. (772619) Who donated the notice board? (2pts)
2. (735617) What is unusual about one of the 'g's in St. Gregory's? What diocese is the school in? (2pts+1pt)
3. (777631) Tucked away in Hazelton Gardens is a sewage pumping station. What number is it? Take these as individual numbers and add the following mathematical symbols between them:+, -, +, x. What is the largest number you can make? (2pts+3pts)
4. (791603) I want to travel by train from Freshford to Cardiff on a Saturday morning to try and get to Cardiff for a meeting next to Cardiff Central at 9.15am. What time train should I catch, how long will the journey take and if I get suicidal and decide to walk onto the track, how much might I be fined for trespassing? (1pt+2pts+1pt)
5. (760606) What is the Hope? (2pts)
6. (764628) How many pillars are there holding up the first floor in this odd building? What was it used for? (3pts+1pt)
7. (783625) What is the span of Dundas Aqueduct in metric and imperial measurements? What is the difference between these measurements (measured in millimetres)?(1pt+1pt+2pts)
8. (745604) What was the horseshoe shaped flight of locks on the old Somerset Coal Canal at Combe Hay known locally by as? (2pts)
9. (765615) What was Bill Smith the founder of and when did he die? (1pt+1pt)

BONUS POINTS if you can bring back the following:
★ A stinging nettle and Doc leaf (1pt each)
★ Some live aquatic life (visible to the naked eye) (2pts)
★ Your team name written in blood (2pts)
★ A beermat not from the King Willy (ask a landlord first) (1pt)
★ An oak leaf (2pts)
★ Compose a limerick containing the following words: “Combe Down; Darling Deli; The Firs” (3pts for the one that makes the adjudicator laugh the most)

If you haven't found all the answers in 1.5 hrs, give up and return to the King Willy.

ENJOY! TOTAL /